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From the President:

After the tremendous year that 2018 was for our
industry, many carriers expected a continuation
of that trend in 2019. As you may know, that did
not happen. Ample capacity, lower rates, higher insurance costs,
overextension on equipment payments, etc., forced many
carriers to close their doors last year. Will 2020 continue that
negative trend? No one can say. But as a team, we are
preparing for whatever this year may hold.

We are implementing some cost-cutting measures that should
enable our companies to weather any storm that comes with
2020. It’s always about working smarter and working more
efficiently; sometimes even the uncomfortable tightening of our
belts. It’s about all our people carrying out their responsibilities
“and then some.”

Our Mission:
The Shellenberger
Family of Companies is
dedicated to providing
reliable transportation
services that exceed our
customers’ expectations.
By delivering for
tomorrow’s
needs...today, our team

Steve Shellenberger,
President/CEO, with
Cooper

We’ve made these kinds of tough decisions in the past and the
process made us stronger and healthier. We have successfully
weathered previous storms, and I am confident that the steps we
are taking will see us through any uncertainties of 2020.

We have such an outstanding team of drivers, support staff,
customers, and vendors. Together, and trusting in the good
Lord, our companies will remain strong for years to come. I am
cautiously optimistic that 2020 will be better than some are predicting, and our wise
business decisions early in the year will pay great benefits for us all well before year end.

of talented drivers and
support staff is
committed to earning
and keeping the loyalty
of satisfied customers
throughout the
Northeastern United
States.

With much appreciation and confidence in all of you, let’s make it a great year!
Steve

From the Executive Vice President: Who are we?
This question has been circulating our offices for the last few weeks: Who Are We? Jeffrey
Shellenberger one of our Vice Presidents, whose focus is Safety, Recruiting, and, I like to add,
driver engagement, first asked the question. He and I know the answer. I hope after reading this
article and newsletter, you will too!
Safety: In trucking, safety updates are first… always first… in fact, if there is something above
first, that’s where safety belongs. The top two items for our Safety Department in 2020 are the
new FMCSA Clearinghouse regulations and our Smith System driver training. New Clearinghouse
regulations require our Safety Department to upload all drug screening for drivers (both new hire
and quarterly required random tests) to a national portal. That new requirement is made even
more complicated by the FMCSA’s requirement in late 2019 that doubled the number of driver
random drug tests each quarter. The Clearinghouse brings needed transparency to trucking’s
drug testing world but will certainly add pressure to the driver shortage market.
Jordan Kolb,
Executive Vice
President

Implementing the Smith System is our most important safety goal in 2020. We are confident that it
will reduce accidents within our organization. For more details about the Smith System please see
the article written by Safety Manager Bridget Ort on page seven.
(Continued page 2)

(From page 1)

IT: Information is at our fingertips, and because of that, each year it feels like our IT Department becomes more and more
important. As in many companies, our IT Technicians’ time is precious, and we have developed a priority list to make sure
the most important tasks are completed first. At the top of this list sits our Driver Scorecard. The data categories that ar e
going into our driver scorecard include Idle percentage, MPG, on-time-delivery percentage, workflow updates percentage,
accidents, roadside inspections, operational efficiency metrics, and a few other key items. Our goal is to praise the top
drivers within our organization and motivate all drivers for improvement. The roll-out timeline has yet to be finalized but, we
hope to have this data for our drivers ASAP.
Maintenance: At our company, when there is a problem, Maintenance is called to fix it… both literally and figuratively. The
largest problem we have had recently was the upgrade of our PeopleNet ELD truck devices. To be honest, we were a little
behind on our upgrades and the ELD mandate in December 2019 presented an opportunity to upgrade our entire fleet. Our
Maintenance staff worked countless hours, including nights and weekends, to ensure our devices were installed as quickly
as possible. Now that they are installed, we are most excited with what these units are capable of doing, which includes
ELD compliance, upgraded GPS maps, automated OSD/Detention Forms, POD/document scanning capabilities, and most
importantly, ease of use for our drivers. The other Maintenance update for 2020 involves linking our trucking software to ou r
Maintenance software. This update will allow our drivers to receive automatic notification for all eDVIR’s completed.
Recruiting/Retention: Our Recruiting Team has been focused on two tasks - hiring the best drivers and, equally as
important, making sure we keep them. This will continue to be their focus in 2020 with the addition of improving Orientation
for newly hired drivers. Orientation in trucking is one jam-packed day that includes Safety training, company overviews,
contact lists, how to get paid, truck assignment, road tests, Fleet Manager meeting, POD/accessorial submissions, and ELD
training. It is a lot of information that can be rather dry. We are challenging ourselves this year to re-organize and present all
of this information in a way that is both thorough and engaging.
Operations: The Operations Staff consists of Fleet/Driver Managers, Customer Service, and afterhours support for each of
our trucking divisions. Our biggest opportunity for Operations staff is our toll program. As a company, we spend almost one
million dollars annually on tolls. Obviously, we want to reduce this expense. We plan to evaluate new transponder providers,
which basically means using a different E-ZPass device that saves on tolls. The real savings will come from carefully
updating our approved route list and communicating the newly approved/denied routes to drivers and staff. Denying a
specific route can cost our drivers time and add frustration. However, if we refuse to change, our toll costs will continue t o
increase. A few of our top drivers are helping to evaluate our options and make the right decisions on tolls.
Sales/Brokerage: I cannot help but think of Ace Ventura, Pet Detective when discussing Sales/Brokerage. Without diving
into the details of Ace Ventura, Pet Detective, there is a part about “Finkle is Einhorn… Einhorn is Finkle.” At our company,
Sales is Brokerage… Brokerage is Sales. One main goal in 2020 is for our Sales Department to gain/grow accounts that
offer opportunities for both our assets and brokerage. Ideally, some of these opportunities would even be the same lane
from a customer where we can handle 100% of volumes by utilizing our assets while Brokerage handles overflow/surge
volumes. Ease for our customers – volume for our assets – new business for Brokerage… Win-Win-Win. So our Sales
Team needs to find brokerage volume and our Brokerage Team needs to find sales. We are beginning 2020 with a
brokerage/sales platform designed to train our already capable Brokerage Staff on how to sell. We brought Larry Bentz on
board to outline the basics of generating leads, organizing follow-ups, and researching prospects. What I remember most
from my talks with Larry is to be creative and consistent. I won’t dive into the details about how we do any of this, because
that’s our secret stuff, but what I will tell you is that our brokerage/sales platform has turned into a weekly meeting to review
what worked to gain business as well as what failed. Our Brokerage/Sales Staff will learn from each other and grow in 2020.
Admin: The Administrative Staff is focusing on reducing the amount, and the associated costs of handling driver
paperwork. We believe that our traditional way of doing things presents too many opportunities for paperwork to be delayed
or misplaced from the time it leaves the driver’s hands until the payroll and accounting functions are complete. That delay
costs time and money that could be better spent elsewhere. We are looking at ways to improve how we receive and process
drivers’ paperwork. PeopleNet In-Cab scanning is one option that we are considering. It will allow drivers to scan and
transmit documents directly to our administrative staff without sacrificing accuracy and will reduce instances of paperwork
being misplaced.
Let me finish by apologizing for the length of this article but, I wanted to take a dive into our whole company and our plans
for 2020. As you can see, 2020 will be a GREAT but BUSY year across all of our companies.
Now… I still haven’t answered the question. Who Are We?
L
………..We are a hardworking trucking company committed to do “whatever it takes” to service our drivers, office staff, and
most importantly our customers. (Disclaimer, safety always comes first, even in that “whatever it takes” comment!)
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Who are we? It’s all in the numbers!
Jeff Shellenberger, President, Shelly Truck Driving School

Certain numbers tell big stories in our lives • Age Numbers - Ask anyone who just turned 16, 18, 21, 30, or 65. Those numbers are a

big deal!
• Cholesterol Numbers - When they go up or down, that’s a big deal!
• Bathroom Scale Numbers - We may not like the story they tell, but those numbers are

a big deal!
In our companies, there are some numbers that are a big deal and they tell a great story
about who we are. For example,
•
•
•
•

Our On-time Delivery percentage has climbed from 90% to 94%.
Our Driver Wages have increased significantly over the last few years.
Our Driver Turnover Rate is less than half of the national average.
Our Insurance Loss Ratio decreased from 59% in 2017, to 31% in 2018, to 21% in
2019.

Those numbers should make all of us proud because they tell the story that we are a family
of companies doing things better and better each year! In a year when insurance premium
increases and nuclear verdicts will probably put some of our competitors out of business, the
measures we have taken in quality hiring, safety (such as DriveCam), and great
maintenance are paying big benefits .
So to answer the question “Who are we?”—We are becoming one of the best companies in
the industry and that’s a fact that everyone on every part of our team can look to with pride.

Jeffrey Shellenberger
Executive
Vice President

That’s who we are. The numbers prove it and that’s a big deal!

Recruiting and Retention
Dale Hippensteel x2156

When it comes to recruiting, a low turnover rate is one of the Recruiting Department’s best assets. Across all divisions of our
family of companies, our 2019 Turnover Rate was 51% (down 11% from 2018). For S&H Express and Granite
Transportation, the 2019 rate was 35% (down 30% from 2018). That 35% number is less than half of the industry average!
Turnover Rates like we now have speak of job satisfaction, company pride, and loyalty among our drivers. From a recruiting
standpoint, when current drivers aren’t looking to leave, the company sells itself to new drivers. That’s why those of us in
Recruiting are thrilled to advertise our lowering turnover rate. Hopefully that number can be driven even lower as we work
hard, honestly, and respectfully together.
However, we are always on the lookout for new, quality drivers to hire, so keep making those Driver Referrals that can pay
you up to $1,500. But know that we are especially grateful to those of you who have been part of our team for the long-term,
driving that Turnover Rate lower.
You give us a great story to tell about “Who we are!”

This newsletter is published by S&H Express for the sole use of its employees, customers, vendors, and friends. Shellenberger Family of Companies is a
designation that we use in-house to collectively refer to our many affiliated divisions.
ADDRESS CHANGES may be directed to Hollie Walkley, c/o S&H Express, P. O. Box 20219, York, PA 17402-0165 or Hwalkley@sandhexpress.com
Call 717-848-5015 or visit www.sandhexpress.com for more information about S&H Express and its affiliated companies.

Shelly Truck Driving School
Dominick Grossi, Executive Director

We trained 140 students in 2019; thirty more than in 2018. In addition to our own students, that number includes people
sent to us by other companies, and people seeking to refresh their skills and knowledge.
Before you jump to the conclusion that we enroll anyone who walks through the door just to brag about increasing our
enrollment, you need to know that we strive to give prospective students an accurate picture of our industry and of what
they can expect a career as a truck driver to be. We do that because we don’t want to waste anyone’s time – including
our own - by enrolling students who are ill-suited for our profession.
Our school has earned a reputation for having great trainers, and we believe people select Shelly Truck Driving School
because of our trainers. Our trainers’ reputations, and our careful initial screening, has resulted in increased enrollment
and a 99% retention rate for 2019 – a three percentage point increase over 2018. Our job placement rate is 95%!
CDL testing was another growth area for us in 2019. In addition to testing our own students, we now test students trained
by other companies. In 2019, we tested 800 CDL candidates, up from 475 candidates in 2018.
The Shelly Truck Driving School underwent routine auditing this year by CareerLink, PennDot, and the PA Department of
Education. The results of all audits were exceptional!
We continue to aggressively promote our school. This year, Fox 43 featured the school for a story on winter driving. Fox
Business News featured us on a full day of live clips for “Women in Truck Driving” that aired nationwide.
We’ve added Robert Grimaldi to our instructional staff. Bob’s fascination with trucking started when he was just a kid
listening to his uncle’s stories about being a driver. He’s worked his way up in the industry from UPS freight, to truck-load
safety trainer, to driving instructor. Bob believes that one thing that sets Shelly Truck Driving School apart from other CDL
Class A training programs is that Shelly doesn’t train people to simply pass a test. “We teach people to be good and safe
drivers out in the real world, and how to achieve success at their jobs.”
Jeff Shellenberger and I were asked to join a PA Department of Education advisory board committee that is gathering
information on the optimal length for a CDL program, instructor qualifications, course content and equipment, as well as
benchmarks for CDL pass rates, graduation rates, and placement rates. This information will be used to establish updated
criteria for evaluating current CDL schools and determining guidelines for new (potential) CDL schools.

WE ARE MEMBERS!
™

Women in Trucking is a non-profit association that works to
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educate and raise awareness for women’s issues,
Promote career opportunities for women in the industry,
Improve conditions for women already working in the industry,
Increase the number of women in leadership positions in the industry,
Increase the number of women drivers, and
Serve as a resource about women working in the industry

For nearly a decade the association has been focused on its mission, supported by a
passionate leadership team, highly engaged members, and committed sponsors and partners.

The mission of
Women in Trucking
is to encourage the
employment of women
in the trucking
industry, promote their
accomplishments,
and minimize
obstacles faced by
them.

We are committed to the mission of Women in Trucking. In fact, women comprise 10% of our
jockey team; we have several tremendous women truck drivers; our Landis Express diesel
mechanic is a woman; our Truck Shop at York is staffed with two women; and, at the Shelly
Truck Driving School, instructor Elizabeth Myers was recently featured in a number of Fox Business News television spots as
part of their “Women in Trucking” coverage. Those spots were broadcast nationally! She is also quoted in the January 20,
2020 San Diego Business Journal’s article about the value of including driving simulators in CDL instructional programs. We
look forward to future opportunities to advance the mission of Women in Trucking.
Women in Trucking. I just love what they stand for - Lacey Graham, Recruiting.
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Maintenance

Is your air brake system dry?
Eric Evans, VP/Director of Maintenance

Although we’ve had an unusually mild winter so far,
we aren’t out of the woods yet.
Over the road and local drivers… as temperatures reach the freezing mark, it is important
that you drain each air tank daily or, at very minimum, each time you fuel. If you have a
malfunctioning drain valve or broken pull cable, please make sure you get this fixed as soon
as possible.
Jockey truck drivers need to be extra vigilant in draining their tanks AT LEAST once a shift
since your air compressors are cycling just as hard, if not harder, than an over-the-road truck
due to the amount of drop and hooks you do each day. Jockey trucks touch dozens of
trailers each shift and a jockey truck with excessive water in the air system will inject moisture
into every trailer they hook to creating a mass problem.
Don’t wait for freezing temperatures to make regular tank draining part of your daily routine or
you may end up not being able to release your brakes, or your brakes could start to drag
while going down the road when the water in your brake valves starts to freeze.

Keep yourself moving by keeping your tanks dry.

CONGRATULATIONS
To the RealAge Test raffle winners!
Joe Glenn, Landis Express Driver (right)
Jen Swartz, Customer Service Rep. (center)
Jo Koller, Landis Diesel Mechanic (left)

$60
$30
$10

Eric Evans
Vice President,
Director of Maintenance

Save The
Date!
May 2, 2020
OUR SECOND
ANNUAL
MOTORCYCLE
RIDE
(York to Laurel
Lake)

MEET OUR DRIVERS
Ben McGready grew up liking things with wheels - skateboards, motorcycles, in-line skates, and tinkering with cars. A few
years ago, tired of working in restaurants and on construction sites, Ben decided to stay true to his interest in wheels by
getting his CDL and driving a truck.
As a local driver for Landis Express, Ben arrives at work between 5:00 and 6:00 am, hooks up, checks in to see where he is
going and heads out. If he has deliveries farther away, he might make two or three stops that day. Other days, he might
make six or seven stops that are closer together. Ben hauls mixed loads of regular dry LTL freight – things as variable as
canned tuna, and large metal pieces packed in styrofoam – nothing hazardous that requires an endorsement.
Ben has worked at Landis for a year and enjoys the respectful atmosphere. He is still learning on the job, and his advice to
new drivers is to ask questions. Ben explains that there are so many delivery sites, each one is different, and each one
presents a different set of challenges. “I take my time and figure out how I can safely make the delivery. I don’t take
chances. When another driver asks about that site, I share how I made the delivery.”
In his spare time, Ben enjoys working with cars, street biking and spending time with friends.

S&H Express Driver Trainer Lem Figueroa says that he’s become a better and
safer driver as a result of the Smith System training.

Landis driver Ben McGready
says using Street View on his
phone saves him time. He
knows what the delivery site
looks like before he arrives to
make the delivery.

To recognize his 14 years of accident-free driving, Lem Figueroa received his Million Mile jacket and certificate of
appreciation at our holiday party this year. Lem’s outstanding driving record and 12 years as a Driver Trainer for S&H
Express are why he was chosen by our company to become a certified Smith System Trainer. The certification program
took place over a week in January and consisted of ½ days in the classroom and ½ days behind the wheel. In March, Lem
will begin formally training our other drivers in the Smith System.
Coming back home to his family at the end of the day is very important to Lem and it’s one of the reasons that he is so
focused on safety. He adds that there are a lot of people on the road that could get hurt if he doesn’t drive safely.
Lem loves driving. He is happy in the morning when he leaves the house headed to work and he looks forward to meeting
and talking with people all day. As a driver trainer, Lem has met a lot of new drivers. He doesn’t hesitate to recommend
becoming a professional truck driver because, “the trucking industry provides lots of opportunities if you work hard.”
Lem and Sheila, his wife, have just returned from Jamaica, Cozumel, and the Cayman Islands, their ninth cruise in four
years. In addition to cruising, in his free time, Lem enjoys spending time with his family. Being part of a Church family is very
important to Lem as well. He plays the drums at Church each week. He’s been playing the drums since he was seven years
old. His father was a pastor and music was an important part of the Church service. Now Lem’s youngest is learning to play
the drums too!
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SAFETY
Bridget Ort, Safety Manager
Our goal with Smith System is to change unsafe habits, and replace them with good habits by showing our drivers how to
improve their skills. Lemuel Figueroa, Clayton Frey, Danny McCleary, Bill Seigler, Bob Grimaldi and I have become certified
Smith System trainers. We are responsible for training all of the drivers in our fleet.
We currently have two dates scheduled to train drivers at our location in
York, PA. Each driver will participate in two hours of classroom
instruction and one hour behind the wheel for each driver
practicing newly acquired skills.
Our first training blitz will take place on March 21 and March
28. We will be renting five vans the days we will be doing
training. By the end of March, one hundred drivers will have
completed Smith System training. We will hold five or six
more training blitzes on weekends throughout the year to get
everyone trained. As new drivers come on board, they will be
trained as part of their orientation.

I thought I was a good driver, that I didn’t have
bad driving habits. Then I took the Smith
System training. It showed me that I have
developed bad habits just like everyone else.

Now I am more aware of my surroundings.
The training definitely made me a safer driver
in my own vehicle.
Bridget Ort

IT DEPARTMENT
Cory Adams, IT Analyst with Allan Miller, IT Analyst

Although sometimes overlooked, the IT department at S&H Express is an important part of our company. Located in our
York, PA offices, our team is made up of three people: Jim Phillips, IT Manager, and IT Analysts Cory Adams, and Allan
Miller.
The IT Department has many different responsibilities and our activities frequently differ from day-to-day.
Our primary responsibilities include supporting both hardware and software, as well as, analyzing and troubleshooting issues
at our home base in York, and remotely assisting the many employees that work offsite, or at our other divisions.
As a team, we support everything from PCs to cellphones, both wired and wireless networks, and everything in between.
Perhaps most importantly, we help our drivers by maintaining,
troubleshooting, and upgrading the electronic units known as
PeopleNet Units that are installed in their trucks. Recently we were
given the green light to purchase and deploy brand-new nextgeneration PeopleNet units in our trucks. These units are faster, and
also easier to use and navigate.
We also support the several software programs under the TMW Suite
that is used every day by Dispatch, Transport, and other departments.
Recently, we have been trying to educate all employees on the
dangers that stem from not being well-versed in the realm of cyber
threats. By using tools such as KnowBe4, we were able to gauge our
company’s readiness to help prevent cyber attacks from threats such
as phishing and ransomware, before an actual attack occurs.
In IT, we are constantly learning. We work hard to create, improve,
support and automate to improve efficiency, which ultimately affects our
bottom line in positive ways. All of us in IT find joy in fixing problems.
Feel free to stop by, or call us for support. Whether you are a driver,
employee, or customer, we want to help. May you and your family have
Allan Miller (seated left) and Cory Adams (seated
an outstanding 2020!
right) help Steve Shellenberger with an IT issue
as Jeff Shellenberger looks on during the
Holiday Party.

The 19th Annual Make-A-Wish Truck Convoy for Wishes

2020

Once again, our company will proudly sponsor the Make-A-Wish Truck Convoy for Wishes held at Battlefield HarleyDavidson in Gettysburg, PA. The Convoy will take place on Sunday, May 3, and raises funds to grant life-changing
wishes for children with a critical illness. In addition to having two Wish Trailers in the Convoy, we encourage our
drivers to participate. We will pay the entry fee for six of our drivers to join the Convoy. Contact Dale Hippensteel at
ext. 2156 or dhippensteel@sandhexpress.com for more information.

Landis Express
Kendra Nealon

We are planning exciting changes this year at Landis Express in Reading. One of the biggest changes will be in our leased
equipment. We are pleased to announce that throughout 2020 we will be switching our leased tractors from Ryder to
Penske. Because our facility has limited space, we are only able to have a one-bay shop. The switch to Penske will provide
us with more flexibility and reliability. We will provide our drivers with the latest, newer equipment, while cutting down on
work for our mechanic.
Another change for 2020, will be increasing our pool of drivers. In order to expand our OTR/Linehaul Operation, we plan to
expand our driver pool, which has doubled over the last two-three years. Now, we want to increase it even more!
Recently, we added an Owner Operator to our team! In order to provide our overall team with more flexibility, we plan to add
additional Owner Operators in 2020.
We are pleased about our growth during 2019 and look forward to all of these exciting changes in 2020!

For quality S&H Express, Landis Express, Granite Transportation and S&H Bulk Transportation
merchandise, visit our company store at

shtruckinggranite.itemorder.com
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Work Anniversaries

Administrative and Maintenance Employees
January 1, 2020 - June 30, 2020

28 years
Duane Barbon
25 years
Henry (Bill) Siegler
22 years
Richard Henrick
Cindy Reed
Michael Snyder
20 years
Joseph Assetto
Christopher Myers
18 years
Sharon Mergler
16 years
Jerry Steinman
15 years
Henry Siegler
14 years
Morgan Konarzewski
Mike Shellenberger

7 years
Charity Garmany
Rochelle Sanger
Paul Shellenberger
Matthew Templin
6 years
George Albright
Butch Frey
Carroll Gross, Jr.
Hiedi Muse
Chrystal Reider
5 years
Melissa Foxwell
James Lakawich
Richard Rohn
David Schell
4 years
Tessa Keller
Karl Montanaro
Justin Sharpe

Logan Reed

3 years
Daniel Collins
Thomas Dietrich
Kelsey Fisher
Lori Garrett
Dominick Grossi
Michaela Harre

11 years
Lee Thomson

2 years
Lawrence Dennis

13 years
Randolph Roeder, Jr.
12 years

William Eddy
Whitney Geiman
Rory Kopp
Bridget Ort
Jason Pauley
Robert Schoener
Crystal Senft
Yvonne Thompson
David Todt
Rexford Warner
Andrea Whipple
1 year
Cory Adams
Larry Bentz
Kirk Hetrick
Dale Hippensteel
Angela Jordan
Allan Miller
Elizabeth Myers
Shawn Netterville
Collin Petry
Janice Rohn
Kim Shriver
Ross Souders
Jennifer Swartz
Daniel Winchock

CHARITABLE GIFTS
Each year we receive numerous requests for donations from cultural, civic, health, and sports-related non-profits. Deciding
which causes to support is never easy, but you can help.
There are three ways for employees to ask for support for their favorite charities:
•
Recommend a charity for a future donation.
•
Ask the company to match a contribution that you’ve made to a qualifying charity. Our company has set aside $5,000
per year for matching gifts.
•
Submit a request for a $50 donation to recognize your participation in an organization’s walk, run, bicycle ride, plunge,
or similar event.
Details can be found at www.sandhexpress.com/charitable-contribution-policy/ or visit our website, www.sandhexpress.com,
and click on the Charitable Contributions tab. You can recommend a charity, or receive a matching gift, or event
participation form by emailing Hollie Walkley at hwalkley@sandhexpress.com.

Driver Work Anniversaries

January 1, 2020 - June 30 2020

21 years
Bryan Robinson

Steve Maloney
Phillip Miller

16 years
Clayton Frey

5 years
David Borror
Jason Crawley
Desirae Landis
Barry Lucabaugh, Jr.
Andrew Mazzur
Andrew Minnich
John Pfautz, Sr.
Dewey Reichart
Andre Underhill
Billy Williams

14 years
Teresa Devoe
13 years
Robert Jones
12 years
Tony Day
Ken Uhrich
11 years
Carlton Armstrong
Chris Druck
Larry Raffensberger
10 years
Jon Barbour
9 years
David Arnold
Ronald Deshong
Mark Miller
8 years
Harry Gordon
Rishi Hajaree
Kevin Knudsen
David Paul
Stacy Strausbaugh
7 years
Everett Grove, Sr.
Ivo Petrov
Todd Sheffield
Christopher Wicker
6 years
Antonio Brown
John Dooley
Mark Good
Carroll Gross, Jr.
Kenneth Guessford, Jr.
Buford Lagrave

4 years
Glenn Baldwin
Kenneth Boyer
Michael Bye
Victor Diaz Gonzalez
James Hilton
Thomas Kraft
Camilo Lopez-Plaza
Claude Nelson
Henry Redwine, Jr.
James Ruhl
Darrell Sergeant
Kenneth Smith, Jr.
Frederick Thomas
Tyrone Tripps
3 years
Thomas Alexander
Angel Alvelo
Richard Beeghley, Sr.
Johnathan Blair
David Hagan, Sr.
Thuwein Harith
Harry Malle III
Brad Nusbaum
Dyron Reinier
Rafael Rivero, Jr.
Jeffrey Snyder, Jr.
Ryan Stevens
Joel Vidot
Paul Wenig, Jr.
Shelba Wolf
2 years
Sonia Altice
Lester Bashore, Jr.

Thomas Benkert, Jr.
John Brunner, Jr.
Jay Cole
Emory Eshelman
Michael Frazier, Sr.
Stephen Grable
Andrey Grove-Erazo
Derrick Hill, Sr.
Kevin J. Martin
James Martinelli
Michael Myers
Travis Overholtzer
Jeremy Smith
Michael Wert
1 year
Tracey Adams
Karem Badreldin
Kirk Bartholomew
Anoiar Biessar
James Boozer
Amine Boumehdi
John Brewer
Derrick Bryant
Mondy Clocius
Garth Collins
Oscar Contreras
Harry Daubert
Glenn Dellinger
Michael Downey
Mohamed El Arbaoui
Donald Fry
Michael Gingrich
Robert Gress, Jr.
Christopher Guess
James Guyer
Kinnell Hargrove
John Harrison
Brian Herbert
Adeyemi John
Hicham Lammissi
Ben McGready
Cory Meckley
Kerrick Moore
Ryan Mullis
Patrick Obrien
Cindy Pereira

Robert Pollock
Amberlee Price
Charles Robinson
Luis Rodriguez
Robert Ruddy
Joshua Runkles
Randy Seidel
Joshua Sellers
Samuel Short
Gurdeep Singh
Darren Storr
William Stull
Tracy Swan
Jose Tantao
John Uicker
William Vargas
Samuel Ware
Kristyn Wilkerson
Brandon Winter
Jack Zerembo
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Annual Holiday Party

As always, Wisehaven Event Center prepared a delicious
buffet lunch for our party. Can you guess the favorite part of
the meal for the kids?

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR MILLION MILERS!
Marc Telencio (above) distributed “Report Card
Reward money” at our Holiday Party. A total of
97 children and grandchildren of employees
turned in their report cards for the 1st marking
period of the 2019- 2020 school year. Our
company paid out a total of $10,635 for “A”s
and “B”s for the 1st marking period. “Way to
go!” to all those students.

S&H Driver Everett Grove, Sr. and Thelma
Grove registering at the start of the holiday
party.

The food is delicious and catching up with friends and co-workers
is fun...but, the very best part of our annual holiday party is
cheering for our Million Milers. Thank you and congratulations to
all of you!
Jeff Carnathan, Paul (Shakey) Congdon, John Crane, Tony
Dennis (below left), Manuel Fabian, Daniel Fake, Jason Fake,
Lemuel Figueroa, Clayton Frey, Kenneth Gross, Danny McCleary,
James Myers, Bryan Robinson, Rodolfo Rivera (below right), and
Ken Uhrich received windbreakers and certificates at the holiday
party.

FAMILY OF COMPANIES

728 N. Broad Street
P. O. Box 20219
York, PA 17402-0165
Phone: 717-848-5015
Fax: 717-854-6060
www.sandhexpress.com
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Our company is interested in the health and wellness of all of our employees.
Activities that we’ve undertaken to promote wellness include:
•
Offering meetings with MediPlan Connect for employees and spouses
who are approaching age 65 and considering Medicare.
•
Emailing 5-minute Shatterproof videos designed to present best
practices to save lives and reverse the addiction crisis in the US.
•
Promoting the RealAge Contest, which compares your chronological age
with your body’s “real” age.
•
Holding Lunch and Learns to share a meal, watch informative videos and
meet health and wellness representatives.
•
Adding a Wellness page to our website. www.sandhexpress.com/

health-tips/
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I was overwhelmed by all of the different Medicare Plans.
MediPlan Connect was a big help. If you missed the
opportunity to meet with their representative, it isn’t too late.
Email me at hwalkley@sandhexpress.com for a MediPlan
Connect brochure or to schedule a no-obligation meeting with
a representative.
Hollie Walkley

